cement manufacturers work so many ways to make it happen

MATCHING CONCRETE'S TALENTS TO THE ARCHITECT'S CREATIVENESS

Today's unique concrete shell roofs evidence dramatically how concrete is capturing the imagination of architects—and for that matter, of professionals in every field of construction. Yet, the growing appeal of concrete is no mere happenstance. It has been developed by broadening the versatility of concrete, by enabling builders to exploit its limitless potential—by literally "making progress happen." Major responsibility for this development was taken on years ago in the U.S. and Canada by the manufacturers of portland cement. While competing for sales, they cooperate for progress. Through their Portland Cement Association, they sponsor a development program beyond the resources of any of them individually. Research, basic and applied, conducted in a 10-million-dollar laboratory complex, has enabled concrete to meet the needs of a new era. In the continuously changing technology of construction in every field, concrete users depend on the continuing flow of engineering and technical literature provided—as well as the services of a specialist staff, including 375 field engineers working out of 38 district offices. These services are among the many provided by cement manufacturers, without charge, to users of concrete. They benefit everyone in some way every day at work, at home, on the highway.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
612 Merchants Bank Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind. 47204
An organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete

TESTING A NEW TWIST IN CONCRETE. Engineers at PCA Laboratories subject a concrete shell to 10½ tons of load. Findings help architects and construction engineers to broaden their uses of concrete in fresh, bold ways.
CONCERNING THE COVER

The Roofless Church at New Harmony, Indiana, designed by New York Architect Phillip Johnson and winner of a 1961 AIA Honor Award, was selected for this month's cover salute to New Harmony on its designation as a national historic site. The Madonna statue and ornamental gates are by famed Sculptor Jacques Lipchitz. An article appears on page 8.
FREE FOR THE ASKING—
THIS 86-PAGE GUIDE TO
GAS AIR CONDITIONING

Now, in one handy reference manual, you can have all the data you need to select and specify natural gas air conditioning systems. It’s yours free—this 86-page guide, “NATURAL GAS FOR LOW COST COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL AIR CONDITIONING.”

Written in clear language—yet presenting complete technical information, the guide uses tables, diagrams, and photographs to explain...

• Why natural gas air conditioning systems offer lower operating and maintenance costs, lower initial cost, superior performance, and longer equipment life.

• Which applications call for an absorption natural gas air conditioning system...a compression system...a combination system...or a steam jet vacuum system.

• What size system is required—anywhere from five tons to many thousands of tons.

• How to use temperature duration tables.

• How to evaluate competitive bids received from air conditioning equipment manufacturers and mechanical contractors.

The last half of the guide is devoted to detailed descriptions of the natural gas air conditioning equipment available from various manufacturers and to actual case histories of air conditioning installations in office buildings, hotels, schools, factories, retail stores, shopping centers, hospitals, banks, and apartment buildings.

For your free copy of this invaluable “all-in-one” guide, simply fill in coupon below and mail to us today. Or, call collect: Area 502 683-2431, Extension 303.

TEXAS GAS
Transmission Corporation
Owensboro 2, Kentucky

Gentlemen:

Please send me, at no obligation, a copy of the manual, "NATURAL GAS FOR LOW COST COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL AIR CONDITIONING."

Name_________________________Title_________________________
Firm_________________________
Address_______________________
City___________________________State________________________Zip Code________
Forty outstanding Indiana buildings have been selected for exhibition in the 1965 Triennial Awards in Indiana Architecture Program sponsored by the Indiana Society of Architects. Included in this exhibition of work by Indiana architects, all of which have been completed within the last three years, are eleven projects specially honored in the competition.

The Triennial Awards Program recognizes owners and architects who have made significant contributions to Indiana architecture during each three-year period, and also seeks to encourage a greater public awareness of and desire for good architecture.

Judging of the entries in the competition was performed by a Jury of notable architects, Mr. Richard Williams, AIA, head of the graduate school of architectural design at the University of Illinois, Mr. Eugene Mackey, AIA, of Murphy and Mackey, St. Louis architects and winners of the 1961 Reynolds Award, and Mr. Charles Sappenfield, AIA, currently of Asheville, North Carolina, and recently appointed dean of the new School of Architecture at Ball State University in Muncie.

The Jury commented that “the general level of quality of the submissions was quite creditable and ... reflected the advantages of a triennial awards program as opposed to an annual awards program.

“Most of the permuted selections reflect a sensitivity to environmental factors of site and neighborhood, topography, other buildings, etc.,” the Jury Report continued, and “the better design presentations avoided the ‘architectural cliche’ and reflected more enduring architectural values ...”

The judging of the entries required one full day, during which each of the entry brochures was reviewed by each Jury member individually, and then all discussed jointly.

Projects signally honored in the competition were:

John Herron Art School Addition, Indianapolis; Architects: Evans Woollen and Associates. (HONOR AWARD)

Clowes Hall, Butler University, Indianapolis. Architects: Evans Woollen and Associates and John M. Johansen, Associated Architects. (HONOR AWARD)

St. Thomas Aquinas Church addition, Lafayette. Architect: E. H. Brenner. (HONOR AWARD FOR INTERIOR)
BUILDING A SCHOOL...CHURCH...COMMERCIAL BUILDING...RESIDENCE?

SPECIFY AND USE PRECAST

CONCRETE JOIST

RUGGED • FIRE-SAFE • LOW IN COST
WON'T ROT, WARP, SAG, CREEK OR VIBRATE

AMERICAN BLOCK COMPANY INC.
2200 N. Montcalm Rd. 37 & Hague Rd.
ME 2-1422 TI 9-1215

EYE STRAIN? WHAT IS THAT?

We use POLRIZED® LENSES in our office that . . .
• REDUCE THE DIRECT GLARE
• MINIMIZE THE REFLECTED GLARE
• AND INCREASE OUR VISUAL EFFICIENCY

We also use . . .
ACOUSTI-POLRIZED® PANELS in our new ceilings combined with the heating, cooling, and ventilating system AIRSON®

PERMANENT CONSTRUCTION!

Yes! QUALITY CONSTRUCTION with lath & plaster is permanent construction, too. Lath & plaster is design versatile, durable, gives in-built economy not for just today but for the future. Look to the future with permanent construction of

LATH and PLASTER!
in both—walls & ceilings

LATHING & PLASTERING BUREAU OF INDIANAPOLIS, INC.
P.O. Box 572 Indianapolis, Ind. 46206
want an answer? call: WALTER STROUGH VI 6-3394

Blue Prints • White Prints • Photo Copies • Offset Printing

MARBAUGH Engineering Supply Co.

EXCLUSIVE DEALER
DRAFTING SURVEYING REPRODUCTION SUPPLIES

K&E

K&E

MARBAUGH Engineering Supply Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

MAIN OFFICE — 140 E. Wabash St.
NORTHSIDE BRANCH — 4145 N. Keystone Ave.

Melrose 7-3468 Liberty 6-4875

Mallory Residence, Indianapolis. Architects: Evans Woollen and Associates. (MERIT AWARD)

Campbell, Malan, Kyle & Proffitt Law Offices, Noblesville. Architects: Pecsoek & Jelliffe. (MERIT AWARD)

Gibson Residence, Indianapolis. Architects: Fran E. Schroeder and Associates. (MERIT AWARD)

Friedens United Church of Christ, Indianapolis. Architects: James Associates. (MERIT AWARD)


Cadle Chapel, Indianapolis. Architects: Lennox, Matthews, Simmons and Ford. (CITATION FOR CONCEPT)

Warner Auditorium, Church of God, Anderson. Architects: Johnson, Ritchhart & Associates. (CITATION FOR ENGINEERING INGENUITY)

Projects honored by inclusion in the display exhibit included the above project and:

Emens Auditorium, Ball State University, Muncie. Architects: Walter Scholer and Associates.


Men's Physical Education Building, Ball State University, Muncie. Architects: Walter Scholer and Associates.

St. Mary of the Lake Catholic Church, Gary. Architect: James McClure Turner.

Artley, Inc., Elkhart. Architects: Keene/MacRae Associates, Inc.


Dental Clinic, Fort Wayne. Architects: Bradley and Bradley.


Krannert Building, Purdue University, West Lafayette. Architects: Walter Scholer and Associates.


Parking Garage, Purdue University, West Lafayette. Architects: Walter Scholer and Associates.

Residence Halls, Indiana State University, Terre Haute. Architects: Miller, Miller & Associates.

Sweeney Residence (Castalia), Columbus. Architects: James Associates.


All of these projects are included in a travelling display of photographs and/or color slides prepared by the Indiana Society of Architects for use throughout the state, and the eleven cited buildings will be exhibited on display mounts.

In addition, all projects will be featured in the October issue of the INDIANA ARCHITECT in a special pictorial spread.

Awards to the architects and owners of the eleven major winners will be presented at the annual banquet of the Indiana Society of Architects to be held at French Lick on October 9th, during the three-day convention.
New Harmony Becomes National Historical Site

A host of state and national notables gather at New Harmony on August 21st to participate in the town's dedication as a national historic site. Indiana Governor Roger D. Branigin, Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall, Senator Vance Hartke, National Parks Director George Hartzog, Representative Winfield K. Denton, Indiana Department of Natural Resources Director John E. Mitchell, Indiana State Parks Director Robert Starrett, and State Superintendent of Public Instruction William E. Wilson have all accepted invitations to participate in the official ceremony.

In addition, Robert R. Garvey, Jr., executive director of the National Trust for Historic Preservation, and H. Roll McLaughlin, AIA, trust officer for Indiana and chairman of the ISA's Committee on the Preservation of Historic Buildings, will attend.

New Harmony originally was founded in 1815 by a group of German religious separatists, who called their community "Harmonie," after they had fled Germany in 1803 to escape persecution. These Harmonists, or "Rappites" in honor of their leader George Rapp, had first settled in Pennsylvania but moved further west to accommodate their expanding numbers.

Although the Rappites spent but eight years in Harmonie, before selling the community to Robert Owen for an experiment in socialism, it is their civilization which is reflected in most of the historic architecture of New Harmony. The later Owenites merely used the existing structures to house their many contributions to the social, cultural and scientific life on the early Indiana frontier.

Perhaps most illustrative of this adaptation of Rappite architecture to Owenite culture is the old Opera House, which the Rappites constructed originally as one of four dormitories. (Incidentally, the Rappites embraced celibacy during their first decade in this country, hence, separate dormitories for men and women. This particular dormitory was for men).

Under early Owen socialism, the structure had served as a tenement house, school, and finally grocery and liquor store. The Owens came and

(Continued on Page 13)
now the PACESETTERS can afford new adventures in space
A new approach frees the all-electric pacesetter school from outdated methods of heating, lighting and ventilating!

For an all-electric pacesetter school, you design for functional efficiency and architectural form alone.

No smokestacks...no boiler rooms! You have more space for productive activities: classrooms, laboratories and athletic facilities—space that was formerly used for boiler plants.

You can design a more compact, comfortable and adaptable school—a school that stresses the physical well-being, seeing comfort, hearing comfort and space comfort of both teacher and pupil.

Inside classrooms—the new trend! Flameless electricity makes the interior classroom without glass the favorite of both pupils and teachers.

The inside classroom offers fewer distractions and interruptions, promotes better study habits and better group work.

And, there is no window glare to make work and study difficult.

Quick, low-cost expansion! New building space can be added without regard to boiler plant capacity.

Rooms added require only extending of electric power facilities.

Year-round temperature control! The same electric power distribution system used for flameless electric heating can also be used for flameless electric air conditioning.

The insulation associated with flameless electric heating reduces your cooling requirements. Thus, you need less air conditioning capacity.

And, with year-round flameless electric comfort conditioning, your design possibilities are nearly unlimited as size and shape of building.

And, you can plan an educational environment that fosters better work and study habits.

The pacesetter—more economic than ever! The new low rate from I&M...1 cent per kilowatthour...applies to both public and parochial schools...
leges for all electric energy when
lectricity is the only energy source.

ever, in effect, the application of
flat 1 cent rate as compared to the
rate of 2 cents for schools without
electric heating, results in an incre-
mental cost as low as 0.7 cents per
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s in space, in construction and op-
ting costs, and in depreciation.
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All-electric additions to existing buildings

**INDIANA**
- College Corner School
  Johnson-Ritchhart
- St. Thomas the Apostle School
  Anthony J. Ponzica
- Marion School City Administration Office
  Gerald Guy
- East Allen County Schools Administration Bldg.
  Bradley & Bradley
- Jackson Township School
  Albert Heeter
- Royerton School
  G. W. Garrard
- Pierre Navearre School
  Roy A. Worden & Assoc.
- South Side Elementary School
  Everett I. Brown Co.
- Bennett High School
  South Marion Builders
- Wm. Reed Annex
  I. A. Hemmert

**MICHIGAN**
- Hagar #6 Elementary School
  Van Dongen & Raymer
- Watervliet North Elementary School
  Arthur Bates
- Watervliet South Elementary School
  Arthur Bates

Electric schools under construction in I&M service area

**INDIANA**
- Southern Wells Jr.-Sr. High School
  Louis C. Kingscott & Associates
- Mississinewa Elementary School
  R. W. Clinton & Assoc.
- North Side Elementary School
  Everett I. Brown Co.
- Redkey Elementary School
  R. W. Clinton & Associates

**MICHIGAN**
- Bridgman Elementary School
  Binda & Associates
- H. C. Stark Elementary School
  Van Dongen & Raymer
- Indian Hills School — Dist. 37
  Van Dongen & Raymer
- Bell School Annex
  Van Dongen & Raymer
- Brandywine District 48
  Van Dongen & Raymer

Complete all-electric buildings

**INDIANA**
- Alexandria-Monroe High School
  McGuire & Shook, Compton, Richey and Associates
- Hartford City Junior High School
  McGuire & Shook, Compton, Richey and Assoc.
- Parkside School
  Thomas A. McComnaghey
- South Side School
  McGuire & Shook, Compton, Richey and Assoc.
- Frances Slocum School
  M W Inc.
- Oak Hill High School
  Hamilton & Graham
- Penn High School
  Chas. W. Cole & Son
- DeSoto Elementary School
  Moore & Heger
- German Township School
  Chas. W. Cole & Son
- Mary Frank School
  Roy A. Worden & Assoc.
- St. Jude's School
  Everett A. Jewell
- St. Mary of the Assumption School
  Belli & Belli
- Oscar Baker Elementary School
  McGuire & Shook, Compton, Richey and Assoc.
- Woodlan High School
  Bradley & Bradley

All-electric buildings on college campuses

**INDIANA**
- Indiana Institute of Technology
  Library
  Strauss Assoc.
- Indiana Institute of Technology
  Dormitory
  Strauss Assoc.
- Indiana Institute of Technology
  Dormitory
  Strauss Assoc.
- St. Francis College Science Bldg.
  Ellerbe & Assoc.
- Marion College Men’s Dormitory
  Orus O. Eash
- Marion College Women’s Dormitory
  Orus O. Eash
- Marion College Library
  Ed. D. James & Assoc.
- Notre Dame University Dormitories
  Montana & Schultz
- Brothers of Holy Cross
  Stickles & Assoc.

Require more facts?

Every school is a job of custom design — each must fit the needs of the school population it serves and its specified curriculum.

In this booklet, we have shown some of the many advantages of flameless electricity. Much more data is available, of course, on flameless electricity for heating, cooling, lighting, cooking, and water heating. It is available to you without cost or obligation. It covers the use of electric energy in new schools and in schools being expanded.

Just write or call

SALES DEPARTMENT
2101 Spy Run Avenue • Fort Wayne, Indiana 46801
Area Code: 219, Phone 743-0331
went, socialism lost its foothold in southern Indiana, but the cultural emphasis of the Owenites remained to set New Harmony distinctly apart from other frontier communities.

William Owen had founded the New Harmony Thespian Society in 1827, which for many years performed in the old Rappite church. In 1843, the Society moved to the Number 1 Assembly Room and performed there for seven years. And finally, the group purchased the old Number 4 dormitory in 1855 and completely rebuilt it.

All interior partitions and the second floor structure were removed, a new main floor of yellow pine (from New Orleans) was constructed, and a stage located in the north end. 700 patrons could be seated upon movable seats, plus 200 in the gallery added at the south end, and it was then the second largest theatre in Indiana. They named it the “Union Hall,” as a compromise between theatre and ball room, and the first performance (“Damon and Pythias”) was presented in 1857.

Old Number 4 served as a ballroom-theatre until its stage was torn away in 1913, after 56 years of cultural service to southern Indiana. New Harmony’s rich heritage of culture was diminishing, the Thespians moved out, and Old Number 4 became a garage.

Now Old Number 4 is owned by the State of Indiana, and under the auspices of the State Department of Natural Resources, will be faithfully restored in appearance and use as an opera house. James Associates, Inc., of Indianapolis are architects for the restoration, with Mr. McLaughlin as project architect.

This restoration is part of the step-up of New Harmony’s development as a distinctive Mid-American recreation and tourist attraction, and as a center for the renewing of American life and purpose. The project is to be completed in time for Indiana’s Sesquicentennial celebration in the summer of 1966, when it will house a diversified drama festival.

The current emphasis on recreating and preserving historic and unique New Harmony actually began just at the beginning of World War II, and is now guided by Harmonie Associates. The Original program for restoration included guidance from another Indianapolis architect who then served as project architect, Mr. Richard Bishop, AIA.

Other projects in the present program include the almost-completed restoration of the Old Harmon-
A 25-ton gas-fired Arkla Chiller Heater provides cool comfort for employees at the Great Lakes Chemical Corporation, no matter how hot and humid the weather.

The quiet running, GAS operated cooling and heating equipment maintains even temperature and humidity the year around regardless of outside weather. Modern GAS is more dependable, and more economical.

JOHN H. LOOMIS & ASSOCIATES, Lafayette, Architects
C. W. STRUBE & ASSOCIATES, Lafayette, Engineers

GAS air conditioning and heating for your clients — in store, office, factory, motel, apartment, school, or home — assures carefree comfort at lowest operating cost and minimum maintenance. For year-round comfort at lowest all-round cost, specify GAS. For specific information on types and sizes of equipment, gas rates, engineering data and list of users, Call or Write our air conditioning division.

Indiana GAS & Water Company, Inc.
1630 N. Meridian Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46202

ALUMINUM or BRONZE TABLETS

ARCHITECTURAL LETTERS

No order too large, none too small to receive our personal attention. We will gladly quote on your requirements. Write for illustrated catalog on your letterhead.

MEIERJOHAN-WENGLER, INC.
10330 WAYNE AVE., CINCINNATI, OHIO 45215

MEIERJOHAN-WENGLER, INC.
Metalcraftsmen
10330 WAYNE AVE., CINCINNATI, OHIO 45215

VICTOR OOLITIC STONE COMPANY
P. O. BOX 568 • BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47402
PHONE: AREA CODE 812, 824-2621

DESIGN & ENGINEERING SERVICES...
QUARRIERS & FABRICATORS
of the finest INDANA LIMESTONE
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As the October 8-9-10 Convention dates draw nearer for the Indiana Society of Architects, the pitch of preparation rises. As this will be the first truly state-wide convention in many years, and the first for the one-year old state association, every effort is being utilized to make it an outstanding and memorable event.

The convention will open on Friday morning, October 8th, with Chapter annual meetings. An informal reception is being slated for Thursday evening, incidentally, to welcome the early comers.

The professional programs will get under way with a seminar Friday afternoon, and then cocktails, dinner and Casino Night to finish off the first day.

On Saturday morning, the professional program will resume with the second of the two seminars, followed by the annual business meeting of the Indiana Society on Saturday afternoon.

The annual banquet of the profession will be held Saturday evening, accompanied by the presentation of the Triennial Awards Exhibition and the bestowing of recognition to the architects and owners of the top eleven projects. Certificates will be presented to both owners and architects, and metal plaques will be given to be placed on the honored buildings.

The convention will close on Sunday, which has been reserved for relaxation.

Following a program instituted last year, lunch on both Friday and Saturday will be an informal buffet served in the exhibit area, to encourage viewing of the commercial exhibits. In addition, the receptions and Casino Night will also be held in the exhibit area.

To date, eighteen of the available twenty-five exhibit booths have been reserved, and probably all will be taken by September 1st, a new record. Several companies have requested, and received, permission to use travelling exhibits similar in size and layout to the Society’s standard exhibit booths.

The main item of discussion planned for the annual Society business meeting is a proposal now being readied by the Board of Directors concerning a full-time office and staff for the profession in Indiana. Seven years ago, the then state-wide Chapter first retained a part-time office and staff, and this operation has been continued through the present time.

Most officers and members have been aware of the need for a full-time operation for some time, but it has never been financially feasible before to institute such a program. However, a special committee including ISA President James Turner, ISA Vice-President Al Porteous, NIC President Courtney Robinson, C-SIC President Carl Bradley, and East Central Regional Director Walter Scholer, Jr., have just finished a comprehensive study of the problem and have recommended a solution of the ISA Board.

This proposal, which would not increase the total individual member dues obligation but would institute a minimum architectural firm dues, will be sent to all members prior to the convention, and final action will be taken at French Lick.

All in all, it's shaping up as a great professional convention, so be sure to be there to enjoy it.

ARCHITECTURAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
To call on architects to obtain specifications for exclusive, quality, specialty building products. Our Company has successfully represented large, national manufacturers for fifteen years. Good following and substantial business established. Salary, commission, expenses, and car furnished.

Reply with personal and business history to Indiana Architect Personnel, Post Office Box 55594. Indianapolis 5. Indiana
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You get a Wider Choice of
★ CONCRETE BLOCKS
from SCHUSTER'S

824 E. TROY AVE.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

787-3201
Call our new number
for fast delivery

300 DIFFERENT
UNITS IN
REGULAR, HAYDITE
AND SCREEN BLOCK

Makers of Quality
“Q” Blocks in Central Indiana

Remember

- STYROFOAM® RM
  STRONG-LIGHT

- ROOF INSULATION
  THE VERY BEST

- STAYS DRY
  NO MATTER WHAT

® Dow Chemical Registered Trademark

YOU can win
a double award

One for your client and one for your firm.

How?

Design your next commercial, institutional or industrial building for total-electric operation, for today's and tomorrow's needs.

This means the lighting levels will meet or exceed I.E.S. standards. It also means the building's heating and cooling system design has been engineered in accordance with the ASHRAE Guide. When you design an All-Electric Building, electricity is the only energy used. You can get additional details for water heating and commercial electric cooking equipment from Public Service Indiana.

Upon completion of your All-Electric Building, if it qualifies, Public Service Indiana will present your client with an All-Electric Building Award golden plaque, the respected hallmark of electrical excellence, which can be mounted for display in or on the structure.

Here's the double part. You win a valuable, coveted award for your client's building, and you enhance your firm's fine name by being an Award-winning building designer.

Design all-electric ... and win a double award. We're staffed with people who can help. Contact us. We'll be glad to work with you.
Architecture is an art, a science, and a profession. It is as much an art as painting, as much a science as physics, and as much a profession as medicine. It is unique, and so is the man or woman who practices it.

By definition, an architect is a person who designs buildings and supervises their construction. He is engaged by the prospective building owner as the latter's professional counselor. It is the architect's job to determine his client's needs and wants, translate them into space relationships and structural language, prepare working drawings and a book of specifications for materials and workmanship, and then see to it that the contractor hired by the owner does his job properly.

The result is a building. To be architecture, it has to have three classic elements which are as valid today as when they were first proposed in the dawn of man's history. Architecture must be functional; that is, the relationship of spaces must be suited to what will happen in the building and how it will be done with an absolute minimum of wasted space; it must have good engineering, and it must possess beauty. When you consider the problem of combining these three equally important criteria and fitting them to a given site, variable climate, and limited budget, you begin to recognize the complexity of architectural practice.

The architect must be part artist, part planner, land use specialist, engineer, mechanic, businessman, and professional guardian of his client's interests. His only compensation, it should be noted, comes from his client. Professional ethics forbids that an architect have any financial interest in the sale or use of materials. The reason is simple: No man can serve two masters effectively.

A vital part of the architect's task lies in the initial stage of determining building function. Sometimes this requires a special type of diplomatic skill, as when a client planning a new house cannot differentiate between what he wants and what he thinks he wants. In such a case, the architect must gently separate the client from fixed ideas and prejudices so as to permit the design which will satisfy the family's living needs. More often, the functional investigation demands a deep probing into the how and why of human activity.

For example, the architect designing a school must consider teaching methods as well as number of students to be housed. How and what they will study is as important to successful design as the number of bricks to be ordered; the purpose of the building, after all, is not merely to provide shelter but to further an educational process. In planning an apartment building, the architect must know the age, tastes, habits, and living standards of the potential tenants and the relationship between income and rent in the locality. If he is commissioned to design a factory building, he must establish precisely how the product is to be made and handled, and what environmental conditions are necessary to the manufacturing process.

Nothing less than this careful process of investigation will provide the type and scope of information on which functional design can be based. Architectural design is an individual process. Predetermined sizes and types of materials, stock plans, and prefabricated structures may result in
buildings which keep out most of the weather, but they do not satisfy the basic purpose of building—to satisfy the individual social, economic, and spiritual needs of people.

The building system which is to provide the building's structural support involves an engineering decision which, in turn, depends upon the form suggested by the building function. It depends upon other factors, too, of course. A building erected in an area subject to earthquakes or hurricanes obviously demands greater structural strength than one built in a less geographically rowdy region. Depending upon the building function and form, the climate, soil condition, and other factors, the architect may employ the wall-bearing post and beam system invented by the ancients and still used today; a modern form of the vault and dome system of Mesopotamia and Rome; the twentieth-century structural frame, or one of the new complex curved structural forms as displayed in the geodesic dome and hyperbolic paraboloid.

Producing beauty in the process of combining function with structure, maintaining understanding and agreement on the part of a client who may think the gateway to heaven is through the Gothic arch, and meeting the requirements of site, weather, budget, and local building codes is no small task. It sometimes fails of accomplishment. It is, perhaps, a wonder that it ever succeeds.

But, architects agree that there can be no shortcut to beauty within the meaning of architecture. There have been a few who sought to create outstanding architecture by reversing the process—erecting a pleasing form and then cramping the function and occupants into it. This, however, is not architecture, but an inappropriate form of sculpture, and the premise on which such attempts have been based is rejected by the vast majority of practitioners.

Beauty in architecture flows from form, scale (the relative size and relationship of various parts of the structure) proportion, the rhythm of repeated elements, pattern and texture, the play of light upon surfaces. It can be described only poorly, since it is not only an art but a visual art.

To qualify for such an effort, the architect is made, not born. His training, much like that of the physician, has three parts—school, apprenticeship, and practice. The student goes to a school of architecture for five years, after which he usually serves one year of apprenticeship in a qualified architect's office. Only then may he take the state examinations and be registered and admitted to practice.

There are more than 11,000 architectural firms practicing in the United States today. They range in size from offices of one and two persons to offices containing hundreds. The architect performs many varied tasks himself; additionally, he often hires either as consultants or employees varied types of specialists—structural, mechanical, electrical, civil, acoustical and other engineers—who are paid out of the fee the architect receives for his services. His staff also includes job captains, draftsmen, project inspectors, production workers, and others.

The architect serves as the leader of America's building team, coordinating and supervising the efforts and skills of contractors and scores of trades employed on the building site. Only when the building is completed and occupied does the architect's responsibility end.

Today, this responsibility is not confined to single buildings—the house, school, bank, office building, or church; architects are planning the redevelopment of entire communities across the face of America. There will be, economists predict, an estimated $600 billion dollars worth of construction during the next 10 years. The architect's responsibility is a big one; obviously, it will grow bigger.
A Communion with Nature

Brick is nature's most natural building material. Brick communes with nature . . . and adapts perfectly to natural surroundings. That's why creative architects call on BELDEN for the most imaginative selection of brick . . . over 200 variations in color, texture and size. BELDEN provides the largest selection in the industry to free the imagination for limitless scope of design. Your nearest BELDEN Dealer will be happy to provide you with samples and our new, 4 color brochure, specially designed with the architect in mind.

Eight Modern Factories Located At CANTON, SOMERSET, PORT WASHINGTON, SUGARCREEK & UHRICHSVILLE, O.
Neither termites, nor pests, nor vermin of any kind can penetrate a wall built of durable concrete block. Its barriers are insurmountable to insect denizens.

Of course, this is simply another of the multitude of advantages offered by this versatile material. In fact, modern architects are freshly discovering and investigating the possibilities of concrete masonry. Their efforts have virtually turned it into a new building medium.

Today's concrete masonry offers structural durability, excellent insulating qualities, and above all, an exciting creative challenge.

When all is said and done, its only disadvantage seems to be its complete indigestibility.